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FIBRATIONS THAT ARE COFIBRATIONS

JUAN M. ALONSO

Abstract. We give necessary and sufficient conditions for a homotopv cartesian

square to be homotopy cocartesian. Specializing, we obtain a necessary and suffi-

cient condition for a fibration to be a cofibration. We applv the above to localization

of spaces and to acyclic maps.

1. Introduction. R. J. Milgram [5,p. 246] proved that the fibration K(Q/Z. n) —

K(Z, n + 1) — K(Q. n + \)(n~» 1) is also a cofibration, and raised the question of

which fibrations are also cofibrations. The following answer was recently provided

by S. J. Schiffman [9, p. 143], and is also contained—in a more general form—in an

earlier paper by Z. Wojtkowiak [10, p. 508]: the fibration (*) F — A — XP is also a

cofibration, where X is a \-connected space (all spaces are assumed to have the

homotopy type of CW complexes), P is a set of primes, X — XP is a P-localizing map,

and F is its homotopy fibre.

We use a classic result of T. Ganea [2, Theorem (1.1)] to find necessary and

sufficient conditions for a fibration to be a cofibration (Corollary (2.10)). When

applied to the situation described above, we obtain (Corollary (3.2)): if X is nilpotent,

then (*) is a cofibration iff XP is \-connected (or, trivially, X is already P-local).

Actually, we formulate our results in terms of squares; in this case, Ganea's theorem

takes the more symmetric form given by Y. Nomura [8. p. 259] (see also [7, p. 260]).

In §4 we deal with the relation between fibrations that are cofibrations and acyclic

maps.

We would like to thank Professors I. Berstein and K. S. Brown for helpful

conversations, and also thank the referee who pointed out a mistake in an earlier

draft of this paper and made helpful suggestions.

2. Squares. See [7] for definitions and properties of homotopy cartesian and

homotopy cocartesian squares. Given maps /: A — B and g: Y — B. form the

homotopy cartesian square

u

X¿,.

(2.1) vi If

Y        *       B
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where Efg = {(y,w,x) E Y X B' X X\f(x) = w(\) and g(y) - w(0f), and u and v

are the projections. The square (2.1) is homotopy commutative, with homotopy H:

g o v — f° v. given by H(y, w, x, t) = w(t).

From u and v in (2.1) we form the homotopy cocartesian square

Ef-s

I l i

Y       —      C

where Cu t is the double mapping cylinder of u and v, and i, j are the inclusions.

Then there is a map r: Cue -» 5 (defined using the maps/, g and H) with r ° <: = /

and r ° j = g, that fits in the diagram:

(2.2)
y   -   c.

s

(2.3) Definition. We say that the maps/and g are a bicartesian pair if the map r

in (2.2) is a homotopy equivalence (i.e., if (2.1) is both a homotopy cartesian and a

homotopy cocartesian square).

(2.4) Remark. When, say F - *. / and g are a bicartesian pair iff the fibration

Ff — A — 5 is also a cofibration, where Ff is the homotopy fibre of/. Notice that in

this case Fg - Í2/3.

(2.5) Theorem. Let X, Y and B be 0-connected spaces, and let f, g and r be as above.

Then the following conditions are equivalent:

(i) The maps f and g are a bicartesian pair.

(ii) Fr is contractible.

(iii) Fr is acyclic (i.e., H+( Fr) = 0).

(iv) There exists a set of primes P such that one of the homologies, Ht(Ff) and

Ht(F ), is P-torsion and the other is uniquely P-divisible.1

To prove the theorem, we need the following algebraic lemma.

(2.6) Lemma. A pair of abelian groups A, B satisfy A ® B = 0 = Tor(/l, B) if and

only if there exists a set P of primes such that one of the groups is P-torsion and the

other is uniquely P-divisible.

Proof. Follows easily from [1.(2.2), (2.3)].

Proof of (2.5). The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from Whitehead's theorem,

and (ii) =» (iii) is trivial.

'The equivalence of this condition with (i)-(iii) was suggested by the referee, who also brought Lemma

(2,6) and its proof to my attention.
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(iii) ==• (ii). Nomura [8, Theorem (3.4)] (see also [7, Theorem 47]) has shown that

the fibre Fr of r is homotopy equivalent to the join Ff * Fg of the fibres of / and g.

The homology of this join is [6]

(2.7)    Hl + l(F,*Fg)=   0  //,(/y)®//,(/;)©    0     Tor(£,(Jy), Hj(Fg)).
i+i=t i +j = i - i

In particular, 0 = /V,(Fr) = H„(F¡) ® H0(F ). Since /V0(-) is either trivial or free

abelian, either Ff or F must be O-connected. Then Ff * Fg is 1-connected [6], and

being acyclic, it is contractible.

(iii) » (iv) follows from (2.7) and Lemma (2.6) applied to A = ©//^/y) and

Ä=e,//,(FÄ).
(2.8) Remark. When P is empty, condition (iv) means that one of the fibres is

acyclic.

(2.9) Corollary. With the same hypothesis of Theorem (2.5), we have:

(a) //one of F< or F is acyclic, then f and g are a bicartesian pair.

(b) // Ff is not O-connected, then f and g are a bicartesian pair if and only if Fg is

acyclic.

Proof, (a) follows from (2.8), and (b) from the fact that Ht(Ff) satisfies (iv) in

(2.5) if and only if P is empty.

For the case of a fibration (see (2.4)), we have

/
(2.10) Corollary. Let (*) Ff — A — B be a fibration. Then:

(a) (*) is also a cofibration iff there exists a set of primes P such that one of the

homologies, H_( /y ) and Ht(tlB), is P-torsion and the other is uniquely P-divisible.

(b) If FAs acyclic, then (*) is also a cofibration.

(c) //W|(/3) =£ 0, then (*) is also a cofibration iff F, is acyclic.

3. Localization. We apply the above to the following situation: let P be a set of

primes, A and F nilpotent spaces (see [4]); B — XP, the /^-localization ol A, and /:

X — XP is a /?-localizing map. We also assume that F is a /'-local space; g: Y — XP

is any map.

(3.1) Proposition. The maps f and g are a bicartesian pair iff either both /y and Fg

are O-connected, or at least one of these fibres is acyclic.

(3.2) Corollary. The fibration Ff -» A — XP is also a cofibration iff either XP is

1 -connected, or X is P-local.

Proof of (3.2). In view of (2.4) and (3.1), we need only show that Ff acyclic

implies that X is P-local.

The fibre Ff is a nilpotent space [4, p. 62], so that 7r,(/y) is a nilpotent, perfect

group (Ff acyclic); thus it is trivial, and Ff is a 1-connected acyclic space, hence

contractible. Then/is a homotopy equivalence, showing that Ais P-local.

Proof of (3.1). (=>) This follows from (2.9)(b).

(<=) If one of the fibres is acyclic, use (2.9)(a). So assume that both fibres are

O-connected; then Ff and Fg are nilpotent spaces and we claim that Fg ~ (Fg)P and
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(Ff)P - *. This implies that H_(Ff) is /^'-torsion and that H^(FA is uniquely

P'-divisible, where P' is the set of primes complementary to P. Now use (2.5)(iv).

To complete the proof, consider the homotopy commutative diagrams:

Fg        -       Y       -     XP Ff       -     X      L     xP

I i- lid 1 If lid

W,     -      yp       -     x? (F,)f     -     X,     -     *,

Both are obtained from the fibrations on top by localizing at P. and the bottom

rows are also fibrations [4, p. 77]. This establishes our claim.

4. Acyclic maps. Hausmann and Husemoller give in [3] several definitions of

acyclic maps, and establish many of their properties. We give some other equivalent

definitions of acyclicity, and show how these can be used to give different proofs of

some of their results.

(4.1) Definition. Let A and B be O-connected spaces, and /: A — B a map with

homotopy fibre (resp.. homotopy cofibre) F, (resp.. Cf ). We call / acyclic if Ff is an

acyclic space.

(4.2) Proposition. Let X, B and f be as above. Then the following conditions are

equivalent:

(\) f is acyclic.

(ii) IF, is contractible.
I

(iii) The fibration Ff — A — B is also a cofibration, and C, is contractible.

Moreover. //wi( B) = 0, the above conditions are equivalent to:

(iv) Cfis contractible;

and ifir^B) ¥* 0, then they are equivalent to:

(v) The fibration F¡ — A — B is also a cofibration.

Proof, (i) « (ii). This is clear, in view of the isomorphism NAFA = Hj+s(1Ff),

and the fact that if Ff is O-connected, then _]Ff is 1-connected.

(i) => (iii). That the fibration is also a cofibration follows from (2.10); but if it is a

cofibration, then G - IF, = *.
/

(iii) =» (ii). From the cofibration iy — A — B we obtain that _\F( » C, — *.

(iv)-»ft). This follows easily from [3,(1.2)(c) or (1.2)(d)J.

(v)=>(i).Thisis(2.10)(c).

We use (4.2) to prove the following (cf. [3, Corollary (3.2)])

(4.3) Proposition. Let A be an acyclic space and f: A — F a map with w,(/) = 0.

Then f is null-homotopic.

Proof. The condition w,(/) = 0 implies that/lifts to a map/: A -* Y, where Fis

/      -   H

the universal cover of Y. Consider the cofibration A -» F — Cf. By Van-Kampen's

theorem, Cf is 1-connected, and Cu = 1A = *, since .4 is acyclic. By (4.2)(iv), u is an

acyclic map. But since both Y and Cf are 1-connected, it follows from [3,(1.5)] that
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m is a homotopy equivalence. So that from u ° f — *, we obtain that / — *, and this

implies that /itself is null-homotopic.

For the next result, cf. [3. Proposition (3.1)].

(4.4) Corollary. Let f: A — Y be an acyclic map, and f: A — Y' be any map.

Then there exists a map h: Y — Y' with h ° f = /' iff ker tt,( / ) E ker 7r,( /').

7 /
Proof. (<=) By (4.2)(iii), the fibration (*) /y-» A — Y is also a cofibration. The

domain of (f'° j): F,— Y' is an acyclic space, and 7r,(/'°/) = 0. By (4.3),

/' o j as *, and since (*) is also a cofibration. it follows that there is a map h: Y — Y'

with h ° f — f.
(4.5) Remark. Proposition (4.3) is obtained in [3] as a corollary of our Corollary

(4.4), which in its turn is proved using a result of Quillen (see [3. Proposition (2.3)]).
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